
Cat® Tri- and Quad-Link Tracks

Improved undercarriage strength in severe  
impact conditions
Tri- and Quad-Link tracks were developed by Caterpillar for the most severe impact 
conditions including forestry. Their unique designs improve link assembly strength 
by bolting additional outrigger chains (1/2 chains) -one for Tri-link and two for 
Quad-link- to the outer ends of the track shoes. The outrigger chains greatly 
improve sealability and structural integrity by stiffening the track system and 
reducing shoe deflection. Using Tri- or Quad- Link track leads to :

	 •	 better	load	distribution

	 •	 improved	lubricated	joint	life	(fewer	dry	joints)

	 •	 greater	system	reliability

The result is lower undercarriage cost per hour in high impact applications.
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CaT® DeaLers DefIne worLD-

CLass proDuCT supporT.

We	offer	you	the	right	parts	and	service	

solutions,	when	and	where	you	need	them.

The	Cat	Dealer	network	of	highly	trained	

experts can help you maximize your equipment 

investment.

Customized track solutions    
Tri- and Quad-Link tracks are your best value if you operate in the most severe 
impact	applications.	By	bolting	one	or	two	outrigger	chains	to	the	shoes,	Tri-	and	
Quad-Link	tracks	distribute	working	loads	more	evenly,	reduce	the	number	of	dry	
joints,	and	improve	undercarriage	system	reliability.

Our	parts	and	service	representatives	can	analyze	your	application	and	tell	you	if	
Tri- or Quad-Link Track can improve your undercarriage wear life–and lower your 
cost	per	hour.	We	can	also	help	you	manage	your	undercarriage	system.

Tri-link Track  
Tri-link track has an additional outrigger chain bolted to the outside of the track 
shoe. This track is best suited  for machines that must operate in both high and low 
impact	conditions.	It	is	a	lower	cost	alternative	to	Quad-link	track.	It	is	your	best	
option if you are not continually exposed to the most severe impact condiditons but 
have poor sealability due to problems with pin and bushing retention.

Quad-Link Track 
Quad-Link track has two additional outrigger chains added to the sides of the shoe. 
This track is recommended for the most severe high impact conditions like logging 
(skidding),	stumping,	work	in	rocky	terrains,	or	any	application	where	the	potential	
for shoe deflection is high.
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Heavy Duty or Conventional sealed 
and Lubricated Track Center Chain

unsealed outrigger Chains

Quad-link track adds strength essential for 
superior undercarriage life in the most  
severe applications.
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QuaD-LInk TraCk
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TrI-LInk TraCk

   Additional	machine	models	may	be	included,	ask	your	Cat	Dealer	for	availability.
       

Cat® Tri- and Quad-Link Track availability

Tri-link Track Model
Quad-link 

Track

X D5N/D5M/D4H	LGP X

X D6N/D6M/D5H	LGP X

X D6T/D6R/D6H	LGP X

X 517	Skidder X

X 527	Skidder X

X D4H	Custom	Skidder/TSK X

X D5H	Custom	Skidder/TSK X

   


